













































acceptance                |η|<3.2
depth                          ~22X0
number of channels   173952
cluster noise               250 MeV







⊕0.7% , E inGeV
nonlinearity0.1%
Hadron  and forward calorimeters:
acceptance                |η|<5.0
number of channels   19000
absorption length       9.7 – 13 λ












● The jet energy scale is the major source of uncertainty 
for measurements of the top quark mass and inclusive 



























 3-d topological clusters with
cells at e.m. scale.
classify clusters as 










➔High  average  cell  energy  density  <cell>  and  small  cluster  depth   
center denote e.m. nature of cluster





























●Combined  test  in  2004  of  three  LAr 
detectors  in ATLAS  forward  region closed   
extensive program of beam tests started in 
1996
➔NIM  A  593  (2008)  323­342  describes 
performance for electrons/pions at e.m. scale
➔Subject  of  this  talk  –  validation  of  ATLAS 
calorimeter  reconstruction  software  (local 
hadronic calibration)

























































➔hadronic  calibration  constants  are 
corresponding  to  ATLAS  geometry  and 
not yet testbeam specific
  
e-  193 GeV  Y-scan
-  149 GeV  Y-scan
Vertical scan with electrons and pions
FCAL area         crack              HEC area
●Dependence  of  mean  signal 







➔some  discrepancy  inside  the  crack 
(indication  of  clustering  peculiarities 
there)
●Pion scan (bottom plot)










































































































|Ecell| > 4σnoise                                 |Ecell| > 2σnoise                               all cells   
Cluster making algorithm
● form cluster around seed cells with  |Ecell| > S•σnoise  , S=4
● expand in 3D, add neighbours with  |Ecell| > N•σnoise ,  N=2
● add perimeter cells with |Ecell| > P•σnoise ,  P=0
● Seed/Neighbour/Perimeter formula = 4/2/0 good for combined beam tests
Cluster splitting algorithm
● split clusters around local maxima with maxima threshold E>500MeV
● one cell can share energy between two clusters
● aim is to have one cluster per isolated e±,μ,γ,  currently Nparticle/Nclusters=1.6  in jet context
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To identify EM and non-EM parts of the shower 
Uses following shower shape variables (so-called 
cluster moments):
   λcenter   cluster barycenter depth in calorimeter
   <ρcell>  average cell energy density
High average cell energy density and small calorimeter 
cluster depth denotes EM nature of the cluster.
4-dimensional phase space for clusters in
 
   |η|, Ecluster, log10(λcenter), log10(<ρcell>)
is binned and filled with simulated pions in the energy range
   200MeV < Ecluster<2TeV
Fraction of neutral and charged pions in given phase-space bin 
i is used to calculate weight:
Classification
w i = n0
i / n0i  2 n±i 
Table of probability for cluster to be EM
2.0<|η|<2.2,  4GeV ≤ Ecluster < 16 GeV
At reconstruction stage cluster will be treated as electromagnetic if 





















w=〈EcellEmE cellnonEmvisEcellnonEminvisE cellescaped / Ecellreco〉
Hadronic cell weight table for 2.0<|η|<2.2, HEC layer 1
Weights are kept as a function of cluster 
energy  Ecluster  and cell energy density 
<ρcell>,  for different η  regions and 
longitudinal  sampling.
Weights are applied only to the  clusters 
classified as hadronic.
Cell weights are derived from true energy deposits in LAr+Absorber (calibration hits) and
accounts for invisible energy.










































  3. 2 GeV
 12. 7 GeV
 31. 9 GeV
201. 2 GeV
1436. 7 GeV
-pi Dead material (DM) correction 
accounts for energy deposited outside 
of active calorimeter volumes.
←   Average ratio of DM energy to the 
beam energy  versus |η| for charged pions
at different energies.
Correction is derived for each DM region 
separately using  correlation of DM energy 
losses (MC) and cluster quantities calculated 
at electromagnetic scale.
Energy losses outside of calorimeter cell 
volumes are stored in dead material 
calibration hits  - virtual cells (70000 total) 
with 0.1x0.1 typical granularity.
example:
energy lost between EMEC and HEC calorimeters





hit in the 
crack 
between 
HEC and 
FCAL
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Energy in calorimeters in the endcap region (point D)
More energy in MC
In first layer
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